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REFLECTING IS IMPORTANT BUT STUDENTS DON'T KNOW HOW; 
UD EDUCATION PROFESSOR WINS NATIONAL RESEARCH AWARD 
DAYTON, Ohio- Taking time to "smell the roses" not only preserves sanity, it also 
improves teacher quality, according to a recent study on reflection. 
The study shows that college students who plan to teach don't naturally reflect on what 
they've learned. However, when students are taught to critically think about why certain 
teachiilg methods work or fail, they're likely to be more effective teachers, researchers say. 
Research on "Reflection and the Pre-service Teacher" has garnered Connie Bowman a 
share of the 1999 Association of Teacher Educators' Distinguished Research Award. 
Bowman, an assistant professor of teacher education at the University of Dayton; and 
Maria Elena Galvez-Martin, a professor at Ohio State University at Lima, Ohio; and Margaret 
Morr!son, gifted and talented coordinator in the Hilliard Public Schools, will receive the award 
and present their research on Tuesday, Feb. 16, at the Association of Teacher Educators' 
national conference in Chicago. 
The researchers say that encouraging pre-service teachers to contemplate why certain 
approaches work or fail in the classroom and how the approach might be changed is essential 
to improving teacher quality. 
"Being reflective allows teachers to refine and improve their teaching," Bowman says. 
However, reflection doesn't come naturally, Bowman and her colleagues found. Prospective 
teachers need to be taught how to reflect, they say. 
In the study, half of the 42 graduate-level pre-service teachers received training on how 
to effectively write about what they experienced during readings, class discussions and student 
teaching experiences and the other half received no training. "Overall, the experimental group, 
trained in reflection and reflective thinking, achieved significantly higher levels of reflection, 
throughout all the frameworks and data sets, than the control group," according to the findings. 
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The reflection research was the only paper among 20 from across the country selected 
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for the award, according to Kenneth Pool, chair of the Association of Teacher Educators' 
distinguished research in teacher education subcommittee. "The notion of reflection is an 
important issue," Pool says. "Certainly the ability to develop the skill during the pre-service 
time period makes it really important." 
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For media interviews, call Connie Bowman at (937) 229-3305. Call Kenneth Pool, 
chair of the ATE's distinguished research in teacher education subcommittee, at (410) 876-2055. 
